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Proton and neutron densities have been obtained for the even–even isotopes of Sn from100Sn to176Sn using
a Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov model with a Skyrme interaction. The matter densities so defined have been used
with realistic nucleon–nucleon interactions in a folding model to specify optical potentials for the elastic
scattering of protons with energies in the range 40–200 MeV. Those potentials have been used to make
predictions of the differential cross sections and spin observables for proton scattering. As the target mass
increases, the emergence of the neutron skin in the Sn isotopes is revealed by marked effects in the differential
cross section. Comparisons with available data show how similar scattering data for the neutron-rich isotopes
may provide constraints for the model structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the goals of modern nuclear physics is to under-
stand the structures of nuclei far from the line of stability and
at extremes of isospin. Thus far studies have largely dealt
with the light nuclei for which radioactive beams have been
available at facilities such as TRIUMF/ISAC, NSCL,
RIKEN, and CERN/ISOLDE. Prior experiments have led to
the identification of structures of which the halo[1] is the
best known after its identification in11Li. In light of pro-
jected experimental facilities using radioactive ion beams to
extend such investigations to heavy nuclei, there have been
advances in the theoretical study of neutron rich nuclei
across the whole mass range(see Refs.[1–5] for reviews).
Studies of so-called exotic nuclei have topical interest since
nuclei far from stability play an important role in stellar nu-
cleosynthesis with short-lived species formed as part of the
r− and rp– processes. Notably the structure of such nuclei
determine the rates at whicha– and nucleon–capture reac-
tions proceed against the interplay of weak decays and pho-
todisintegration; key elements in the determination of the
abundances of nuclei in the universe.

Of course, these exotic systems are of interest in their
own right given that they may exhibit forms of nuclear mat-
ter quite different from those of stable isotopes. Of particular
interest are the separate density distributions of proton and
neutrons. As well as halos, heavier systems may lead to the
identification of pronounced neutron skins[6] and/or to dra-
matic changes in nuclear shell structure[7].

An important quantity by which the model structures are
tested is the ground state density. For stable nuclei, one usu-
ally seeks information about that from the elastic scattering
of electrons. The electron scattering form factors so deter-

mined are measures of the charge and current densities of the
nucleus. Complementing that information, which primarily
focuses on the proton density itself, are analyses of data from
the elastic scattering of nucleons. Nucleon scattering probes
the matter density of the nucleus and, at the energies we
consider, of the neutron matter distribution in particular since
the effective nucleon–nucleonsNNd interaction is strongest
in the isoscalar3S1 channel[8]. Of course, there are non-
negligible contributions to proton scattering from their inter-
actions with the bound protons and such are included in all
calculations we have made. But as evident from the recent
study[9] of proton and neutron elastic scattering at the same
energies from208Pb, the differential cross sections from pro-
ton (neutron) scattering reflect changes primarily made in the
distributions of neutron(proton) matter distributions of the
target. Indeed they did so sufficiently well that cross-section
data could be used to estimate the neutron skin thickness of
208Pb. For radioactive nuclei, the only available equivalent
measure of the ground state density comes from the scatter-
ing of those nuclei from hydrogen which, in inverse kinemat-
ics, corresponds to proton scattering from the nucleus as tar-
get.

For nuclei above thefp-shell, mean-field models of struc-
ture are at the forefront of current studies of the ground state
densities. Usually those calculations are made in a relativistic
Hartree or Hartree-Fock model[10–14] or a nonrelativistic
Skyrme-Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov model[15–18]. This
mean-field approach works as the ground state properties for
heavy nuclei arise more generally from the bulk properties of
the density as opposed to single particle properties. As one
approaches the drip lines however, surface properties be-
come more important and, in concert, so do single particle
densities.

As noted above, a test case has been to use nucleon elastic
scattering to determine/extract the neutron skin thickness in
208Pb. Karataglidiset al. [9] have shown that the differential
cross sections from the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons
from 208Pb suggests a neutron skin thickness in208Pb of
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,0.17 fm; a result that has been confirmed recently[19].
More importantly, the study by Karataglidiset al. [9] also
showed that such scattering analyses could select between
disparate model structures that have the same root mean
square(rms) radii. By itself, the rms radius is not an ad-
equate indicator of the validity of a model structure. To use
the scattering data to differentiate between models of struc-
ture, a predictive theory of nucleon–nucleussNAd scattering
was needed, and such has been developed in the past decade
[8]. That theory isdirect in that all quantities required are
defineda priori with no a posteriori adjustment of results.
With the nucleus viewed as a system ofA nucleons,NA
scattering is determined by an optical potential formed by a
folding process. Such microscopic approaches defining the
NA optical potential have been quite successful in predicting
both angle-dependent and integral observables of elastic
scattering[8,20]. It is important to note that distinction in
scattering cross sections resulting from use of different “sen-
sible” models of structure are in the details, and particularly
with results in the region of 1–2.5 fm−1 momentum transfer
values. Thus one needs as complete a calculation of the op-
tical potentials as possible and if feasible to use them with no
further approximation. The contribution to scattering of the
knockout exchange amplitudes for all energies are such that
it is not wise to use an equivalent localization of the associ-
ated nonlocal terms. We do not and so we solve the nonlocal
Schrödinger equations directly. However, that also means we
must have single particle bound state wave functions(or
equivalently the complete one body density matrix elements)
and not just the matter densities from structure.

The Sn isotopes are of interest for current structure stud-
ies. Many of the sets which span the quite extensive range of
mass between the nucleon drip lines can be formed as radio-
active ions with some in numbers sufficient to perform scat-
tering experiments. Measurements of proton scattering from
114,116,118,120,122,124Sn have been reported for many energies
and most recently at an energy of 295 A MeV[21,22]. Using
a relativistic impulse approximation with model(sum of
Gaussians) matter densities, analyses[22] of the 295 MeV
(preliminary) data indicated[22] that the isotopes from mass
120 on had a noticeable effect from neutron occupancies of
the 3s1/2 shell. Their analyses also indicated that scattering
data revealed a gradual change in neutron densities as the
mass of the isotope increased. Matching the data needed in-
clusion of nuclear medium effects on thesNNd coupling con-
stants and exchanged meson masses altering them from those
of free NN scattering. Not only are those data preliminary,
but the energy is on the high side of the range for which we
are confident that our current nonrelativistic,g-folding
method of defining optical potentials microscopically is
valid. Notably we believe that the method by which we de-
fine effective NN interactions at and above 295 MeV may
need correction. Thus we have made calculations of scatter-
ing of protons from many Sn isotopes at lower energies using
the programDWBA98 [23] that formsg-folding optical poten-
tials [8]. The same program then solves the associated non-
local Schrödinger equations. Specifically we have calculated
cross sections for the scattering of all the even mass isotopes
100−176Sn from hydrogen at an energy of 200 A MeV, and for
lower energies, from those isotopes for which data exist.

The relevant optical potentials were formed by folding
realistic effective NN interactions with the details of densi-
ties of those nuclei given by the mean-field models of their
structure. With optical potentials so formed previously, dif-
ferential cross sections and spin observables for proton scat-
tering (and at 200 MeV in particular) from diverse targets
ranging from3He to 238U have been predicted and found to
agree very well with data; providing that the structure with
which the effective NN interactions are folded is appropriate.
The NN effective interactions were determined from NNg
matrices(solutions of Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone equations
for nuclear matter) found from realistic free NN forces. De-
tails of the specifications of those effective NN interactions,
of the folding process that gives the optical potential, and of
the successful predictions of differential cross sections and
analyzing powers from the scattering of protons at diverse
energies and from diverse mass targets, have been summa-
rized before[8] and so are not repeated herein. However, of
note is that with confidence in the chosen effective NN in-
teractions and in the applicability of theg-folding method,
the evaluations when compared with data serve as a test of
the putative model structures. Hence, a priamary purpose of
these studies has been to note characteristics in scattering
predictions linked to isotope change in the Sn nuclei if they
are described appropriately by the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
model with a Skyrme interaction. Of course, only access to
appropriate data will allow any critique on the specific mean-
field structures of the Sn isotopes.

In summary, our purpose in this paper is to investigate the
ways in which proton elastic scattering data may reflect at-
tributes of matter distributions, and especially of the neutron
distribution, as one varies from the proton to the neutron drip
line in the mass table. We consider the even mass(and so
J=0) Sn isotopes since there are many of them and because
we have structure models for them that may well be credible
descriptions. However, even if some isotopes are not so well
described, when experiments can be made, the differences
between measurement and our predictions help to find the
more relevant matter description.

In Sec. II, we outline the structure models used in our
scattering calculations and present details of the resulting
proton and neutron matter distributions. In Sec. IV we show
the results found using those structures and an established
effective NN force in nuclear matter in generatingg-folding
optical potentials for a wide range of Sn isotopes scattering
from hydrogen. An energy of 200 A MeV has been used. In
Sec. V application of structure and scattering models is made
for a number of cases for which proton elastic scattering data
are available. Conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. MODELS OF STRUCTURE OF THE Sn ISOTOPES

In the present study, the properties of even–even Sn iso-
topes (masses 100–176) are described using the spherical
mean-field Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov model[15]. Two
Skyrme interactions have been used. As details of the
method have been given in detail elsewhere[17,24,25], only
features pertaining to the particular calculations discussed
are given. We have used two parameterizations of the
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Skyrme force, SkP[24] and SLy4 [26], which in the past
have given appropriate descriptions of bulk nuclear proper-
ties. They differ by the input values of the nuclear-matter
effective mass, beingm* /m=1 and 0.7, respectively. The
zero-range density-dependent pairing force was used in the
particle-particle channel and with the form that is intermedi-
ate between volume and surface attraction[17]. A large
positive energy phase space of 60 MeV was taken for
which the pairing-force strengths ofV0=−286.20 and
−212.94 MeV fm−3 were obtained in the SkP and SLy4
cases, respectively. Those strengths result from using a stan-
dard adjustment[27] of the neutron pairing gap in120Sn.

Both model structures agree well with the two-neutron
separation energiesS2N and neutron pairing gapsDN ex-
tracted from data from even mass Sn isotopes having neutron
numbers between the magic numbersN=50 andN=82. At
the magic numbers, the calculated gaps vanish due to the
known effect of an unphysical, too sudden, pairing phase
transition. The size of the jump ofS2N at N=82 is slightly
underestimated(overestimated) by the SkP(SLy4) model
which is an effect of the different values of the effective
mass. Nevertheless, the overall quality of agreement between
theory and experiment suffices for us to consider the two
models to be useful for extrapolations to describe unknown
heavy Sn isotopes. Within the two models, the heaviest two-
neutron-bound isotope is predicted to be mass 172(174) for
SkP(SLy4).

Spatial properties of neutron and proton density distribu-
tions are of special interest in a number of contexts. In the
form of one body density matrix elements(OBDME), which
we define later, and the nucleon single particle wave func-
tions, they are central aspects of a predictive method of cal-
culating their scattering from hydrogen targets. Of course,
geometric aspects of nuclei, and of the Sn isotopes in par-
ticular, have been found in the past[6]. Often they have been
defined by using the Helm model and the locations of
maxima and minima of associated form factors. Also bulk
density values sometimes have been assessed from averaging
density functions from the structure models. Therefore, care
must be exercised in equating radii and other bulk properties
of the same nucleus from different studies to ensure that they
refer to the same quantity. Trends of geometries with mass
may be equated.

With an increasing number of neutrons, from the past[6]
as well as these studies, the neutron and proton radii of the
Sn isotopes increase at different rates with the neutron radii
increasing faster. As a result there is a gradual increase in the
size of the neutron skin; an increase that is almost linear with
neutron number. At the same time the neutron and proton
bulk densities increase and decrease, respectively. The bal-
ance between the bulk and surface increase of the neutron
distribution is governed by the volume and surface attrac-
tions between neutrons and protons and hence is fixed by the
principal features of the volume and surface terms in nuclear

FIG. 2. The neutron density variation with
mass number from the SLy4 model of structure
for the Sn isotopes.

FIG. 1. The proton density variation with
mass number from the SLy4 model of structure
for the Sn isotopes.
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masses. That is evident from the actual density profiles de-
duced from the shell occupancies and associated canonical
wave functions of the mean-field model results. Such com-
plete density distributions for all of the even mass Sn iso-
topes resulting from the SLy4 and SkP models of their struc-
ture are so shown in Figs. 1–4. The normalization of the
neutron densities we show is

4pE
0

`

rnsrdr2dr = N. s1d

There is a similar form for the protons.
Using the SLy4 force, the proton and neutron matter dis-

tributions for all even mass Sn isotopes resulting from the
mean-field calculations are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, re-
spectively. The proton(neutron) distributions are plotted
with nuclear mass decreasing(increasing) into the page. By

that means the variations to those densities are best portrayed
in block form. In these figures we display lines of equal radii
and use different shadings to designate regions over which
the density changes by 0.02 fm−3. The proton number of
course is fixed at 50 and so as the neutron number increases,
and concomitantly the neutron volume increases, those 50
protons extend over an increasing volume. As noted above
that is due to the strong attractive neutron–proton interac-
tions. In concert, the central charge density must, and does,
decrease. However, and as will be seen more clearly in Fig. 3
below, the charge distributions do not become significantly
more diffuse. The prime effect is the,33% increase in the
charge volume.

The neutron densities structure variation with increasing
mass is quite different from that of the protons. Such is not
unexpected as the proton number is fixed at 50 with the
neutron number increasing to give the mass range. The gen-
eral trend that the neutron rms radii increase is evident as the
half central density is reached at radii ranging from,5 fm in
100Sn to,6.5 fm for 170Sn. The increase of the neutron sur-
face radius is observed readily in this figure by noting the
changes along the lines of fixed radius. We note also that a
strong oscillation develops in the central density, which on
average also increases from,0.08 neutrons/ fm3 in 100Sn to
,0.1 neutrons/ fm3 for 170Sn.

The mass variations of densities are evident also in Figs. 3
and 4 wherein the proton and neutron densities, respectively,
for the Sn isotopes calculated using the SkP model are given
for a select set of eight nuclei having masses spaced evenly
between 100 and 170. With the SLy4 force the mass trends
are very similar with differences occurring in fine details.

While a few of these densities have been depicted before
[6] not only do we extend the set to a wider mass range and
fill in previous gaps but we highlight features that should
most readily relate to effects in predictions of scattering. In
Fig. 3 it is evident that the 50 protons are rearranged to be
more extensive as one increases mass. Note that the half-
density radius ranges from,5 fm for 100Sn to ,6 fm in
170Sn. However the proton surface diffuseness, the distance
over which the charge density falls from 90% to 10% of its
central value, does not vary greatly over the set of nuclei.
The slope of the densities do change as is obvious in the
figure. Those two properties are listed in Table I. The diffuse-
ness is somewhat subjective in that the internal densities are

FIG. 3. The proton densities given by the SkP model of structure
for eight isotopes of Sn.

FIG. 4. The neutron densities given by the SkP model of struc-
ture for eight isotopes of Sn.

TABLE I. Surface characteristic values of the proton distribu-
tions shown in Fig. 3.

Isotope rbulk sfm−3d sDrd90−10 sfmd Slopesfm−2d

100 0.076 2.07 −0.036

110 0.071 2.09 −0.032

120 0.068 2.10 −0.031

130 0.066 2.05 −0.029

140 0.063 2.05 −0.027

150 0.057 2.10 −0.027

160 0.054 2.10 −0.021

170 0.050 2.02 −0.018
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structured. That is especially so at the center and so we had
to make a reasonable guess at an internal value from which
to define the 90% and 10% radii. Those guess values are also
listed. The slopes though are quite well given by the varia-
tion around 5.5 fm for the heavier isotopes and around
5.0 fm for the lighter ones. From the values listed, the sur-
face diffuseness of the proton distributions for these isotopes
do not vary greatly and may be taken as 2.07±0.05 fm. To
attain that there has to be the steady progression of the slopes
of those surfaces; understandable as the stretching of the dis-
tribution of the 50 protons as neutrons are added mostly in
the surface region to form heavier isotopes.

By inspection of Fig. 4, the neutron distributions also
have surface diffuseness values of,2 fm. Thus there is a
gradual development of a neutron skin to the Sn isotopes, for
while with 100Sn the 50 protons and 50 neutrons have essen-
tially the same distribution(solid dark lines in the figures),
the two density profiles are somewhat disparate in170Sn. Not
only does the neutron central density increase by,25%
from its value in100Sn while the proton central density value
decreases by ,40%, but the skin, in this case
Rrmssneutrond−Rrmssprotond, varies from 0 to,0.5 fm as
noted previously from the definition in the Helm model char-
acterization[6].

It is of note also that the neutron density profiles have a
mass variation through the inner regions,4 fmd that is not
as smooth a progression as that in the outer radial region
(beyond 4 fm). Those changes in shape for masses in the
vicinity of 150 we expect to reflect as variations in cross
section properties for momentum transfer values 1–2 fm−1

(at least for 200 MeV scattering) as such did for analyses of
data from 200 MeV proton scattering from208Pb [9].

III. MASS VARIATION OF SINGLE PARTICLE LEVEL
PROPERTIES

A. The protons in the Sn isotopes

To a very high degree, the SLy4 and SkP models give the
same closed orbit proton configuration for the 50 protons in
all of the Sn isotopes, i.e.,

s0s1/2d2s0p3/2d4s0p1/2d2s0d5/2d6s1s1/2d2s0d3/2d4

3s0f7/2d8s1p3/2d4s0f5/2d6s1p1/2d2s0g9/2d10. s2d

However, the associated single proton wave functions vary
with the mass of the isotope reflecting the expected expan-
sion of the charge density as the neutron numbers, and in
concert the nuclear skin, increases. That variation is depicted
in Fig. 5. Therein are shown the changes that occur over the
mass range in the modulus square of the 0s1/2, the most
bound of single particle states, and in that of the 0g9/2 orbit,
the latter being a dominant element in defining the charge
properties near and in the nuclear surface. Clearly these wave
functions extend as the neutron number increases, as do
those of all of the other occupied orbitals. But since the
number of protons is fixed at 50, the charge density then
gradually decreases in the nuclear center while at long range
the density gradient at the surface decreases in size. This
behavior, which is in stark contrast to that of the neutron

density, should be clearly evident if ever longitudinal form
factors of these isotopes from electron scattering can be mea-
sured.

B. The neutrons in the Sn isotopes

Neutron orbit occupancies that result from the SLy4
model calculations are presented in Tables II–IV. They give
the occupancies for orbits that are partially filled for each
isotope of Sn. Orbits that have occupancies for all the nuclei
in each table that is less than 0.03 are not listed.

Three of the isotopes have neutron orbits with complete
occupancy. They are100,132,176Sn of which only176Sn is listed
in the tables. The tables segment the mass range of the Sn
isotopes with the neutron orbit occupancies for the set
102–130Sn given in Table II. That ranges between the two iso-
topes having closed shell occupancies in the SLy4 model.
These lighter mass isotopes also have a neutron core basi-
cally the same as for the protons[Eq. (2)] though there is a
small percentage breaking of full occupancy of the neutron
0g9/2 orbit as shown by the first line in Table II.

As neutrons are added pairwise to100Sn to reach mass
110, this model suggests that they primarily occupy the 1d5/2
orbit with some partial occupancy of both the 2s1/2 and 0g7/2
orbits. As mass then increases to reach120Sn, the latter two
orbits increase in occupancy to 80% –90% while the 1d3/2
and 0h11/2 orbits fill to 68% and 20% closure respectively
and at approximately the same rate. With the set of isotopes
122–132Sn, the major effect is in the filling of the 0h11/2 orbit.
Higher shell states for all of these isotopes account for less
than a percent of the neutron numbers. Of importance how-
ever, is that, with the SLy4 model, filling of the four impor-
tant valence orbits is far from that one would guess with the
simplest of shell schemes.

But once again the valence orbitals vary as the mass in-
creases. That variation is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the four
important valence orbital single particle densities are shown
for three isotopes,102,110,130Sn. In this case we display just

FIG. 5. The moduli square of the radial functions for the 0s1/2

(top) and 0g9/2 (bottom) proton orbits in102,110,120,130,170Sn.
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the changes wrought between102–130Sn since for this range of
nuclei essentially those four orbits are being filled with neu-
trons. Across this range of isotopes each valence orbit gradu-
ally extends in space. The related neutron densities then in-
crease in size as neutrons are added to form a neutron skin.
But such a skin is not due simply to an increase in neutron
occupancy of orbits with high angular momentum. Each or-
bit’s extension as the mass increases plays a role.

In Tables III and IV, respectively, the extra core neutron
orbit occupancies for the isotopes134–158Sn and160–176Sn are
given. For all of those isotopes the neutron core essentially
has 62 neutrons. The 12 neutrons extra to the 50 in the con-
figuration of Eq.(2) closes the 2s–1d shell.

The SLy4 model neutron orbit occupancies for the iso-
topes134–158Sn given in Table III reveal that the 0g7/2 and
0h11/2 orbits are almost fully occupied. Thus in adding neu-
trons to reach142Sn, those neutrons almost all go into the
1f7/2 orbit, almost filling it completely. As neutrons are
added thereafter, that 1f7/2 orbit occupancy decreases slightly
before slowly regaining to almost full occupancy in160Sn.
Furthermore, in changing from mass 144 to mass 162, the
other orbits increase in occupancy, more or less at the same

rate to result in 90% full for the 0h9/2 and 2p3/2 orbits, 70%
full for the 1f5/2 and 2p1/2 orbits, and 30% occupation for the
0i13/2 orbit. Higher shells to these again account for less than
1% of the neutron numbers.

As before, as one moves across this range of isotopes, the
individual orbit wave functions for the neutrons become
more extended. That is shown in Fig. 7 wherein four(va-
lence) orbit functions for134,144,150,158Sn are displayed. For
138Sn, only the 1f7/2 wave function is shown(by the dot-
dashed curve) since that is the only valence orbit of the four
in that nucleus with a substantial neutron occupancy. How-
ever, for all four orbitals, the wave functions determined
from the SLy4 calculations are portrayed by the solid,
dashed, and dotted curves for144Sn,150Sn, and158Sn, respec-
tively. Again these valence orbit wave functions extend to
larger radii as the isotope mass increases, but now not as
markedly as for the protons or neutron orbits for the lighter
mass isotopes. It follows then that the buildup of neutron
density at the nuclear surface is more influenced now by the
increasing occupancies of these orbits.

The neutron orbit occupancies given by the SLy4 model
for the heaviest Sn isotopes, masses 160–176, are given in

TABLE II. Valence orbit occupancies from the SLy4 model for the isotopes102−130Sn.

Orbit 102 104 106 108 110 112 114 116 118 120 122 124 126 128 130

0g9/2 9.95 9.93 9.92 9.91 9.90 9.91 9.92 9.93 9.94 9.94 9.95 9.96 9.96 9.97 10.0

1d5/2 1.65 3.21 4.44 4.97 5.22 5.39 5.54 5.66 5.75 5.82 5.86 5.89 5.92 5.95 5.97

2s1/2 0.03 0.07 0.13 0.26 0.42 0.62 0.86 1.14 1.43 1.65 1.78 1.86 1.91 1.94 1.97

1d3/2 0.06 0.11 0.18 0.32 0.49 0.71 1.01 1.45 2.07 2.73 3.22 3.52 3.70 3.82 3.92

0g7/2 0.21 0.49 1.04 2.05 3.27 4.48 5.58 6.44 7.01 7.35 7.55 7.68 7.78 7.86 7.93

0h11/2 0.07 0.14 0.23 0.39 0.56 0.73 0.92 1.19 1.62 2.31 3.41 4.86 6.51 8.27 10.1

0i13/2 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03

1f7/2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03

0h9/2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03

TABLE III. Valence orbit occupancies from the SLy4 model for the isotopes134–158Sn.

Orbit 134 136 138 140 142 144 146 148 150 152 154 156 158

0g7/2 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 7.98 7.97 7.97 7.97 7.97 7.97 7.97 7.97

0h11/2 11.96 11.95 11.96 11.98 11.93 11.90 11.89 11.88 11.87 11.87 11.88 11.88 11.89

1f7/2 1.82 3.67 5.57 7.62 7.98 7.40 7.41 7.44 7.47 7.52 7.57 7.62 7.67

0h9/2 0.07 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.97 1.78 2.63 3.51 4.40 5.28 6.12 6.88 7.56

0i13/2 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.37 0.63 0.88 1.13 1.39 1.66 1.96 2.31 2.71

1f5/2 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.35 0.63 0.92 1.23 1.56 1.94 2.35 2.81 3.31

2p3/2 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.73 1.31 1.80 2.19 2.51 2.77 3.00 3.19 3.36

2p1/2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.19 0.28 0.38 0.50 0.63 0.77 0.93 1.11

1g9/2 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10

0j15/2 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

0i11/2 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07

2d5/2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03

1g7/2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

0k17/2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03
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Table IV. Those trend to a complete shell occupancy for
176Sn. The most obvious change in occupancy over this set of
nuclei is that of the 0i13/2 orbit (from 3.23 to 14 neutrons).
Again the higher orbits are sparsely occupied, and in fact any
such occupancy decreases until176Sn adopts the closed shell
character.

The wave functions for the valence orbitals of importance
for the heaviest Sn isotopes are displayed in Fig. 8 where the
solid curves are the functions specified for160Sn and the
dashed curves show those for176Sn.

IV. SCATTERING FROM HYDROGEN–GEDANKEN
RESULTS

We have used the canonical single particle wave functions
for all of the Sn isotopes to fold an effective NN interaction

and thus generate optical potentials for use in modified ver-
sions of the scattering programDWBA98 [23]. Those optical
potentials are complex and nonlocal since they can be writ-
ten in coordinate space withr12=r1−r2, as

Usr1,r2;Ed = UDsr1;Eddsr12d + UEsr1,r2;Ed, s3d

where the directUD and nonlocal exchangeUE terms are

UD = o
n

znSE wn
*ssdvDsr1sdwnssddsD

UE = o
n

znfwn
*sr1dvExsr12dwnsr2dg, s4d

wherevD andvEx are combinations of the components of the
effective NN interactions,zn are ground state occupancies of
nucleons within the shell “n,” and wnssd are nucleon single
particle states. The occupancies are the particular OBDME:

TABLE IV. Valence orbit occupancies from the SLy4 model for the isotopes160–176Sn.

Orbit 160 162 164 166 168 170 172 174 176

0g7/2 7.97 7.98 7.98 7.98 7.98 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00

0h11/2 11.90 11.91 11.92 11.93 11.94 11.96 11.97 11.98 12.00

1f7/2 7.72 7.77 7.81 7.84 5.36 7.91 7.94 7.97 8.00

0h9/2 8.13 8.59 8.96 9.24 9.46 9.63 9.77 9.89 10.00

0i13/2 3.23 3.92 4.82 5.98 7.35 8.87 10.50 12.21 14.00

1f5/2 3.82 4.32 4.76 5.10 5.36 5.56 5.72 5.87 6.00

2p3/2 3.50 3.62 3.71 3.78 3.84 3.88 3.92 3.96 4.00

2p1/2 1.30 1.48 1.61 1.73 1.81 1.87 1.92 1.96 2.00

1g9/2 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.04 —

0j15/2 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.03 —

0i11/2 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.03 —

2d5/2 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 — —

1g7/2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 —

0k17/2 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 — —

FIG. 6. The moduli square of the radial functions for four neu-
tron orbits in102,110,130Sn.

FIG. 7. Radial wave functions for four neutron orbits in
134,144,150,158Sn.
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zn = kCJ=0s1,2,¯ ,Ad i fan
†

^ angI=0 i CJ=0s1,2,¯ ,Adl,

s5d

where the operator is the usual particle-hole operator. Note
some models may allow non-Hartree components in the
A-particle wave functions(a change of principal quantum
number) which will then allow nondiagonal zero spin state
expectations in Eq.(5). They give additional contributions to
the optical potentials, as do elements withJÞ0 when one
considers odd mass or special nuclei such as6Li. However,
none such occur with the model structures we have chosen
for the Sn isotopes. All details and the prescription of solu-
tion of the associated nonlocal Schrödinger equations are
given in the recent review[8]. The results to be discussed
herein have been obtained by solving the actual nonlocal
Schrödinger equations defined with potentials as given by
Eq. (3). For the present calculations, the effective NN inter-
actions have been defined by their mapping to the
Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstoneg matrices of the BonnB NN in-
teraction[28].

We consider the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons
from each of the even mass Sn isotopessA=100–176d. By
inverse kinematics the cross sections we determine are also
those for the scattering of 200 A MeV Sn ions from hydro-
gen; some of which can be, or may soon be, obtained in
sufficient numbers to form a radioactive ion beam for experi-
ment. The choice of 200 MeV was made, not only because
the effective force at this energy has been used in many
successful predictions of actual scattering data from stable
nuclei[8] but also data at that energy from208Pb gave a clear
signature of its neutron density profile[9].

Possibly first measurements with such exotic nuclear pro-
jectiles may be of the total reaction cross sections and the
SLy4 model predictions for those are shown in the top panel
of Fig 9. There is a distinct mass trend in those results so that
total reaction cross section gradually increases with isotope
mass from,1 b to 1.63 b for170Sn. The sums that define the
reaction cross sections are dominated by the large partial

wave scattering amplitudes[29]. Also, at much higher ener-
gies, those sums are known to equate to the geometric cross
section for each nucleus. So reaction cross section values
reflect a bulk character of the structure of each nucleus and
values of the total reaction cross sections may then be the
first obvious evidence of the propriety of any chosen model
for the structure of the isotopes. If any can be measured
accurately, the differences between the total reaction cross
sections between adjacent even mass isotopes may also be
test of the structure models since, as portrayed in the bottom
segment of Fig. 9, there is a noticeable variation of many mb
predicted. Note that the differences show a trend to smaller
values with increasing mass save for a “quantum” jump
when the neutron number is 82, and for some uniqueness
with masses 150–156, but any such clear variation will re-
quire an accuracy of measurement of a percent or two. None-
theless, the actual value first, and the trend of differences
second, may signify propriety of the structures chosen to
describe the isotopes.

There appears to be little difference between the cross
sections found using the SkP and the SLy4 forces to give the
ground state structures. This is shown for a select set of Sn
isotopes in Fig. 10. The differential cross sections for
200 MeV proton scattering from100,110,120,130Sn are shown in
the top panel with each scaled by factors of 1, 2, 4, and 8 to
distinguish them from one another more clearly. The ratio to
Rutherford scattering for these same nuclei and at 200 MeV
are displayed in the bottom panel of this figure. The solid
(dashed) curves were obtained by using the structure found
with the SkP(SLy4) force. On this scale there is little to
distinguish between the alternate model results. But the two
structure models do predict cross sections that differ in detail
and such is shown in Fig. 11 for the set of isotopes
100,110,120,130,140,150,160Sn. Therein the percentage difference,

FIG. 8. Radial wave functions for four neutron orbits in160Sn
and176Sn. FIG. 9. The reaction cross sections for 200 MeV proton scatter-

ing from the even mass Sn isotopes(top) and the differences be-
tween those total reaction cross sections for adjacent isotopes
(bottom).
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% difference =FdsSkP

dV
−

dsSLy4

dV
GYUdsSkP

dV
U 3 100,

s6d

is plotted for each nucleus as identified. Differences can be
large(20%) as with150Sn coinciding with cross ection mag-
nitudes of a few mb/sr at scattering angles,30° –40°. That
coincides with momentum transfer values of,1–2 fm−1 and
are values which might be distinguished by measurement. In
the main however, the model differences characteristically
are 5% –10%, so that at scattering angles of 20° where pre-
dicted cross sections(for 200 MeV) are about 20 mb/sr, the

difference between the model predictions would be about a
mb/sr. For larger angle results, where the cross section mag-
nitude is of the order of a mb/sr the differences,
,0.05–0.1 mb/sr may not exceed experimental uncertain-
ties. Nonetheless there is a progression in these cross section
differences found using the sets of matter densities given by
the SkP and SLy4 structure models as one increases the iso-
tope mass and when compared with data, such might suggest
preference for one model of structure over the other; presup-
posing of course that one is indeed a better description of
reality. To illustrate this further, in Fig. 12 we show the cross
section values at 30° and 40° scattering that result from us-
ing the SLy4 structure model to formg-folding optical po-
tentials. The momentum transfers for these scattering angles
are ,1.5 and,2 fm−1, respectively. At these momentum
transfer values, clearly the variation of the structure details
with mass have noticeable effect. There is some evidence for
a more packed neutron distribution in the structures at neu-
tron number 82 and some evidence of surface orbit variations
with neutron numbers 100, 102, and 104. The latter, how-
ever, may simply be an idiosyncrasy of the model calcula-
tions. Thus, and as found in a study of scattering from208Pb
[9], the neutron distribution through the nuclear surface in
particular, reflects strongly in the calculated values for elastic
scattering cross sections for momentum transfers 1–2.5 fm−1

with cross section values,1 mb/sr.
Other properties of the cross sections reflect possible mea-

surable trends. In Fig. 13 diverse variations with mass in the
entire set of isotopes are shown. Such are quantities from
scattering having analogies with the bulk nuclear properties
determined previously from the mean-field matter densities
[6]. In the top panel the variations with mass of magnitudes
of select(low momentum) peaks in the calculated cross sec-
tions are shown. The first obvious peak in the differential
cross section is displayed by the filled circles. That changes
markedly as one progresses from proton to neutron drip

FIG. 10. The cross sections from 200 MeV proton scattering
with select Sn isotopes. The differential cross sections are shown in
the top panel while the ratios to Rutherford results are displayed in
the bottom panel.

FIG. 11. Percentage differences between differential cross sec-
tions for 200 MeV proton scattering which were calculated using
the two structure model densities.

FIG. 12. The differential cross section values at 30°(circles) and
40° (squares) scattering for all even mass Sn isotopes as evaluated
using the SLy4 model of their structure.
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lines, from the value of,150 mb/sr for100Sn to a value of
,500 mb/sr for170Sn as shown and on to,540 mb/sr for
176Sn. As with the total reaction cross section results this
variation would be a measurable effect in future scattering
experiments, and one that may be an easier characteristic to
define than the higher momentum properties we described
earlier. They-axis in this case is to be read as b/sr. In the top
panel we also display the values of the ratio to Rutherford
cross sections found at the scattering angles corresponding to
the second peak in those ratios. They are portrayed by the
opaque squares with they-axis now in dimensionless units.

Again there is a smooth measurable effect with mass, both in
the magnitude of that second ratio to Rutherford peak as well
as with the angles at which that peak occurs. We have des-
ignated these trends as low momentum properties as speci-
fied by the prescriptions. The particular values involved are
shown in the middle and bottom panels of this figure. In the
middle panel the center of mass scattering angles at which
the differential cross sections have their first definite peak are
shown by the filled circles while those at which the ratio to
Rutherford cross sections have their second peak are dis-
played once again by the opaque squares. With increasing
mass, and for all the isotopes, the first prominent peak of the
differential cross sections move inward to smaller values of
momentum transfer. Over the entire range, the momentum
transfer value at which the first peak occurs changes from
0.88 fm−1 in 100Sn to 0.7 fm−1 in 170Sn.

V. COMPARISON WITH DATA

There have been many experimental studies of proton
scattering from Sn isotopes. Our literature search on those
gave the listing as shown in Table V. The proton energy was
restricted to the range 16–200 MeV; a range for which we
felt most comfortable about using theg-folding method of
defining optical potentials, and for which range we are con-
fident about the effective NN interactions we have defined
[8].

From that list we have chosen for analysis, some of the
data taken at 39.8, 49.35, 65.0, and 200.0 MeV. A complete
analysis of all of the available data will be made and reported
in some fashion subsequently. In all of the figures to be
shown, unless otherwise stated, the calculated results were
obtained from optical potentials formed by folding a Mel-
bourne effective NN interaction[8] for the relevant incident
energy, with the OBDME and single particle wave functions
determined by the SLy4 model of structure for each and
every isotope of Sn. TheDWBA98 program[23] was used to
perform the folding and to find solutions of the relevant
Schrödinger equations.

The first result we show is of the scattering of 39.8 MeV
protons from120Sn. In Fig. 14, our calculated cross section as

FIG. 13. Some low momentum transfer characteristics of
200 MeV proton scattering from the 110–170 even mass Sn iso-
topes. In the top panel, the ratio to Rutherford cross section values
for scattering anglesus2d are denoted by the(filled) circles while the
differential cross section values forus1d are depicted by(open)
squares. The values of the angles for each target are shown in the
central, and the corresponding momentum transfers in the bottom,
panels. The subscripts to the angles designate those at which the
first and second peaks occur in the relevant cross sections.

TABLE V. Selected list of references to data and analyses of data from proton elastic scattering from Sn
isotopes.

Energy Isotopes References

16.0 116, 120, 124 [31], [32], [33]

20.4 116, 118, 120, 122, 124 [34]

24.5 116, 118, 120, 124 [35], [36], [34]

30.3 112, 114, 116, 118, 120, 122, 124 [37], [38], [39], [40], [41]

39.6 116, 118, 120, 122, 124 [30], [42], [43]

49.35 112, 114, 118, 120, 124 [32]

61.4–65 118, 120 [44], [45], [46]

100.0–104.0 120 [43], [47], [48], [49]

133.8 116 [50]

156.0–160.0 116, 118, 120 [51], [52]

200 120 [53]
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a ratio to Rutherford scattering is compared with data[30].
Clearly the trend of the data is reproduced by theg-folding
optical potential calculation and some details are also well
matched. Similar quality of matching to data for the set of
even mass isotopes,116–124Sn, is revealed in Fig. 15. The data
[42] for the sequence of isotopes 116–124 are displayed by
down filled triangles, by up(opaque) triangles, by filled dia-
monds, by opaque squares, and by filled circles, respectively.
For the same sequence the results of our calculations are
displayed by the double dot-dashed, the single dot-dashed,
the dashed, the dotted, and the solid curves, respectively.
With all data collected in this figure, and the spread of the

calculated values for the five isotopes giving a band of pre-
dictions, the trend of data is well reproduced by the predicted
values, at least to 90°. The quality of fit to individual polar-
izations is presented in Fig. 16. The maxima(positive and
negative) values are in good agreement with the characteris-
tic shapes between the sharp rises in values(from negative to
positive) being predicted. The variations between data and
calculated values are not great and it seems within the realm
of possibility that small changes to the chosen structure
model can improve the agreement. Such is also the conclu-
sion we may draw from the comparison of results with data

FIG. 14. The cross section as a ratio to Rutherford for the scat-
tering of 39.8 MeV protons from120Sn. The data(Ref. [30]) are
compared with the result of a calculation made using theg-folding
optical potential as described in the text.

FIG. 15. The differential cross sections(top) and polarizations
(bottom) for the elastic scattering of 39.8 MeV protons from
116,118,120,122,124Sn with symbols giving data[42].

FIG. 16. Polarizations for the elastic scattering of 39.8 MeV
protons from116,118,120,122Sn. The data[42] are compared with cal-
culated results as found using theg-folding model.

FIG. 17. The cross section as a ratio to Rutherford for the scat-
tering of 49.35 MeV protons from118,120,122,124Sn. The data[32] are
compared with the results of calculations made usingg-folding op-
tical potentials.
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taken at 49.3 MeV. Cross sections as ratios to Rutherford are
shown in Fig. 17. The data[32] now display a variation with
target mass that is not readily mapped by our calculated re-
sults. With122,124Sn, the peak values of the ratios exceed our
predictions by 30% –40%. However, the trend of data as
well as a number of specific details are well matched and we
consider then that the results confirm credibility of the SLy4
structure.

Finally, we show results found for the elastic scattering of
65 MeV protons from118Sn and of 200 MeV protons from

120Sn. At those energies many successful predictions have
been made of cross sections for proton scattering from stable
nuclei [8]. Included in that set were predictions of scattering
from two Sn isotopes of the set considered herein. Those Sn
cross-section calculations of the past were made using single
particle oscillatorsHOd wave functions determined with an
oscillator length given by anA1/6 rule, i.e., values of 2.215
and 2.221 fm were used for118Sn and120Sn, respectively. In
the following figures, we display cross sections found using
those HO model densities by the dot-dashed curves. Those
results found using the SLy4 and SkP model densities are
shown by the solid and dashed curves respectively.

In Fig. 18 the differential cross sections and analyzing
powers for the elastic scattering of 65 MeV protons from
118Sn [54], are compared with our predictions. In the case of
the differential cross section, there is little difference(,1%)
between those found using the SLy4 and SkP structures but
both are distinctly better than the cross sections found by
using HO functions. This is emphasized in the next figure.
However, while the SLy4(and SkP) model results are in
good agreement generally with the structure and magnitude
of the data, the calculated minima are too deep; a feature
indicative of the need for more absorption. The 65 MeV
force we have used gave excellent fits to 65 MeV data from
many nuclei[8], including depth of minima. Perhaps this
feature may be due to processes beyond the Born limit in-
herent in use of theDWBA98 code.

The preference for the SLy4(SkP) model as well as other
evidence for increased absorption, is also evident with the
total reaction cross section. The SLy4 model predicts 1.48 b
for this property while the HO calculation yields 1.41 b. The
measured value[55] is 1.535±0.047 b but it is with the ana-
lyzing power at 65 MeV that the SLy4(SkP) densities give a
significantly better result in comparison to the HO model.
While the HO result is a fair reproduction of the data struc-
ture, the SLy4(SkP) model result gives not only the correct
location of the maxima and minima but also shows the over-
all trend, seen in the data, of increasingly positive values
with increasing angle. They also depict best the marked
asymmetric shape of each peak structure of the data. It has
been noted[8] that the location and gradient of variation
from most negative to most positive values in analyzing
powers correlates quite well with the distribution of nucleons
through the nuclear surface.

To emphasize the disparity with the cross sections shown
in Fig. 18, in Fig. 19 we show the cross sections in larger
scale. The error bars on the data remain within the size of the
dots shown with values usually less than 1% of the quoted
magnitudes. The curves depict the results obtained with the
SLy4 model(solid) and the HO model(dot-dashed) and the
results are split into two scattering angle ranges as indicated.
The HO model results give a sharper decrease with momen-
tum transfer than do either the actual data or the SLy4 model
cross sections, so that the HO model cross section is too
large at angles forward of 20° and too small for all but two
larger scattering angles. The SLy4 model results on the other
hand have quite good trend with momentum transfer, being a
quite excellent fit to the data forward of 20° and reproducing
the position and peak magnitudes of data for larger angles.
As noted before, it is with the values of the minima that there

FIG. 18. The differential cross sections(top) and analyzing
powers(bottom) for the elastic scattering of 65 MeV protons from
118Sn. The data[54] are compared to the results of the calculations
made using the SLy4(solid line), SkP(dashed line), and HO(dot-
dashed line) models.

FIG. 19. The differential cross sections for the elastic scattering
of 65 MeV protons from118Sn. The data[54] are compared to the
results of the calculations made using the SLy4(solid line) and HO
(dot-dashed line) models.
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is a mismatch. The position of the minima are well repro-
duced.

The 200 MeV scattering results from120Sn are an excep-
tion to the pattern so far established. In this case it is the HO
model rather than the SLy4 one which reproduces data well.
The differential cross sections and analyzing powers are
shown in Fig. 20 from which it is clearly evident that the HO
model tracks the measured data[56] well for all angles
shown. The SLy4 model result is not as good, though it
agrees with the forward angles,30°d scattering data well
enough. The SkP model result is indistinguishable from the
SLy4 one on this scale. The actual differences in cross sec-
tion are less than a percent at most scattering angles. Both
the SLy4 and SkP models thus overestimate the cross section
and predict some structure not seen in the data for larger
scattering angles. Such discrepancies have been noted in
other circumstances, notably in a comparative study[9] of
model structures for208Pb and in identifying6He and11Li as
nuclei with extended neutron distributions(neutron halos)
[57,58]. Furthermore, RIA model results for 200 and
295 MeV scattering[22] find predictions that are larger, and
have more structure, than the data for scattering angles
greater than,15°. It is also of note that the 200 MeV data at
scattering angles.25° are smoothly decreasing and so quite
unlike the equivalent data at lower energies. However, note
that the “problematic” data in this 200 MeV cross section
has a magnitude,1 mb/sr; cross section magnitudes for
which we have lessened confidence that processes other than
inherently considered within theg-folding method can be
neglected.

As with the differential cross section results, our predic-
tions for the analyzing powers(shown in the bottom half of
Fig. 20) are good but there is room for improvement. The
asymmetry seen with the 65 MeV data is less severe at this
higher energy but, of course, there are more peaks within the

scattering angle range shown. Both features are evident in
the HO and SLy4 calculations without the exact angular
structures in the data being reproduced. The SLy4 and SkP
results do match the observed peak magnitudes and valley
depths very well and the two densities yield slight differ-
ences in the spin measurable.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have made predictions of the observables of the elas-
tic scattering of 200 MeV protons from the even–even iso-
topes of Sn from100Sn to 176Sn taking the structure of the
isotopes from a Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov model using the
Skyrme interaction. Two parameterizations of the Skyrme
force have been used. The matter densities obtained from
those models show consistent trends. As mass increases from
A=100–176, the neutron central density increases and a neu-
tron skin emerges. Also, as the proton number is fixed, the
addition of neutrons not only increases the volume but also
engenders a dilution of the proton distribution.

The changes in the nucleon densities reflect in the predic-
tions made for the differential cross sections of 200 MeV
proton elastic scattering. As the neutron number increases,
the first three minima tend to lower momentum transfers and
the intervening first maximum becomes more pronounced.
That effect as the neutron skin becomes more manifest is
large enough to be distinguishable in experiment.

For the set of isotopes116−124Sn cross sections, polariza-
tions, and analyzing powers in proton elastic scattering have
been measured at various energies. Most of that data com-
pare well with predictions fromg-folding optical potential
calculations when those potentials are defined by folding
with the SLy4 model of the structure of the isotopes. How-
ever there is little difference between those results and ones
obtained by using the SkP model but both models give re-
sults that are much better, usually, than those found by using
a naive oscillator model for the structure of the isotopes. The
fact that there are marked differences between the HO and
SLy4 model predictions signifies the value of using proton
elastic scattering data in testing model specifications of the
ground states of nuclei. The 200 MeV results for the scatter-
ing from 120Sn is exceptional. Bearing in mind the effects
observed in a recent study[9] of proton scattering from
208Pb, perhaps the neutron matter distribution just within the
nuclear surface as determined by either of the calculations
needs slight variation.

Overall we have shown that the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov models give a very reasonable description of the
ground states of the stable Sn isotopes and, assuming they do
so for the other masses, then the cross sections for scattering
from hydrogen will distinguish the progressive addition of
neutrons to form the isotopes.

It is hoped that, with the proposed new generation of ra-
dioactive beam facilities, data for the elastic scattering of
heavy neutron-rich nuclei from hydrogen will be obtained at
select momentum transfer values where our predictions of
cross sections are sensitive to the major details in the neutron
density. We contend that such experiments and analyses
serve as an important test of the models being developed to

FIG. 20. The differential cross sections(top) and analyzing
powers(bottom) for the elastic scattering of 200 MeV protons from
120Sn. The data[56] are compared to the results of the calculations
made. The curves are as for Fig. 18. The SkP result is not given for
the cross section as it is indistinguishable from the SLy4 result.
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describe exotic nuclei and which inherently give distinctive
differences in features such as the neutron rms value.
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